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Executive Summary

“Our overall aim is to lead our region’s
development to becoming the top regional
entrepreneurial centre in Ireland.”

THE MILL is reaching the 3rd phase in
Other Regional advantages include:
its development – it is time to consolidate • Most highly populated region in Ireland with young skilled
workforce (1.8 million people within 50km).
activity to date and prioritise our
• Drogheda Port.
• Easy access to Dublin and Belfast airports.
ambitions for the coming three years.
From fundraising Phase 1 for several years, through to build,

Ireland. This was recognised when we were invited
to speak to both Houses of Oireachtas on building
a regional, entrepreneurial culture. In coming years,
we expect to attract, and grow, a higher number of

Strong Cultural / Sporting / Recreational amenities.

Enterprise Ireland clients by working closely with our

•

Able to take leading role in economic development due to

existing Millers, and by continuing to develop our

geographic location on M1, and as Gateway to NorthEast.

partnerships with relevant complementary support

Perfectly situated to access third level support via

organisations such as DKIT and DCU.

•

relationship with DKIT and DCU.
From our first Millers, to the programmes we supported
through to the centre of entrepreneurship and facilitator of

Our clients context is clear. THE MILL has had substantial

multi-year programmatic activities, to filling the building with

success (thanks to partners and strong Board participation),

a mix of scaling Irish startups and growing multinationals -

but needs to keep evolving to meet the needs of future new

that’s the activity layer that leads to impact.

and existing entrepreneurs in the region, and ensure that
Drogheda’s wider region reaches full potential as a self-

Our overall aim is to lead our region’s development to

position as one of the leading regional centres in

•

fundraising phase 2, build and consolidate into one cohesive
centre - that is the physical fabric of the building.

The past three years have seen us consolidate our

While we have been successful to date, complacency
must not creep in as we move to a new phase.
Foundations are set, we are now entering a higher
value added phase as leaders for our Millers, our
region’s entrepreneurs, and our leadership in
regional policy.

sustainable economy.

becoming the top regional entrepreneurial centre in Ireland.
Our future will continue along these twin tracks – additional
Our local context is well known, our town/city expanding at a

space where required by companies, possibly in town centre

rapid pace, with circa 80,000 people residing within a 10km

or aligned with a sector like Payments technology and placing

vicinity. However, it still has a strong commuter tradition, with

the entrepreneur at the core of our culture and activity.

up to 35% of the population commuting to Dublin daily. 28%
of commuters commute more than one hour each journey.

opportunities. The 2017 expansion of US e-Payments firm,

We aim to support entrepreneurial
activity in the region, whilst continuing to
have a strong emphasis on:

Yapstone, and the focus on M1 Payments Corridor is positive

•

In addition, the wider Drogheda region has transitioned
from a traditional focus on industrial sectors to seeking to
attract more high-tech and service-related employment

example of this change.
THE MILL needs to lead, and align itself to Drogheda’s
massive potential to reduce reliance on commuter activity,
and become a truly self-sustainable economy, albeit whilst

NorthEast region.
•

Digital & High Tech companies.

•

Female and Youth Entrepreneurship.

•

We will also maintain our objective of embedding
emergent FDI companies in the region by offering flexible

capitalising on our proximity to Dublin and our position on the

high-end office solutions to IDA clients, and ensuring that

M1 economic axis.

they integrate well into local environment.
•

4
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M1 Payments Corridor / Fintech companies in wider

Support start ups & growing business.
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About THE MILLL

Thank You

2017 saw the opening of the second
phase of THE MILL which is the
culmination of a ten year project that
successfully merges the best of public
and private support for entrepreneurs.
Louth County Council were instrumental
in getting the project off the ground,
and Louth LEO, Leader, and Enterprise
Ireland contributed to start-up costs.
Critically, we were supported by
Drogheda Chamber of Commerce, and
local businesses who contributed circa
€350,000 in philanthropic donations to
the project.

With this in mind we require all Millers to avail of mentoring

THE MILL is a testament to the hard work of a large number

We’re also a Registered Charity (CHY 20555) and adhere to

of people. However, we see it as the start of an exciting

all financial and reporting requirements as per the Charity

period for entrepreneurs in the NorthEast region, and are

Regulations Act.

THE MILL has a very strong track
record of support from the public &
private sectors on a range of funding and
programme initiatives.

with experienced entrepreneurs and business advisors.
They can also avail of reduced-price training programmes

LOUTH

to increase their expertise in areas unfamiliar to them. No

ECONOMIC FORUM

start-ups can do everything themselves, and the right milieu
of start-ups at the Mill encourages cross-fertilisation of ideas
and mutual support.
We’re determined to capitalise on the success of THE MILL
by continuing to develop innovative projects such as the M1
Payments Corridor, Illuminate, Drogheda Young Innovators,
and by encouraging the development of networks and
support structures for small businesses
THE MILL played a key role in starting the new ‘M1 Drogheda
Chamber’ Skillnet, which will offer local subsidised training to
SMEs across all sectors.

Governance
Drogheda Enterprise Centre DAC (DECL), t/a THE MILL
ENTERPRISE HUB, is a DAC Company Limited by Guarantee.
We publish annual audited accounts.

ready to assist and promote the work of Entrepreneurs in all
facets of society. The primary reason for creating THE MILL

Our Board consists of voluntary members who meet monthly

ENTERPRISE HUB is to support start-ups and ensure that

to oversee the development of THE MILL (see appendix). The

they have expansion plans.

current Board consists of a mixture of public (Louth County

Image IT

Group

Council, DKIT etc) & private organisations from the startup
THE MILL offers an integrated mix of space, mentoring,

and established local business community.

learning, group dynamics and supported ‘ambition’.

Pantone
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ELEMEX

INDUSTRIAL HEATING SOLUTIONS

Vision & Mission

30

5

graduating
companies
Including Yapstone, who announced
200 additional jobs in 2017

companies

80

THE MILL is a leader in making the
wider Drogheda region the most
entrepreneurial area in Ireland.

employees

THE MILL is a National leader in delivering effective

Award-winning companies
InterTrade Ireland Seedcorn winners
Local LEO Best Start-Up
Local LEO Best Idea

regional growth, and promoting 'best practice' supports
for entrepreneurs including mentoring, training, and a
collaborative and nurturing environment.
Our mission is to be an effective catalyst for enterprise
development in our area by providing a hub which fosters the
accelerated creation and growth of healthy new enterprises.
We promote and support a spirit of entrepreneurship at every
level in the local community through our various programmes

€650k

and facilities.
Project Ireland 2040 panel
discussion including L-R: Michael
Mulvey (President DKIT), Mark
Ferguson (Director General, Science
Foundation Ireland), and Julie
Sinnamon (CEO, Enterprise Ireland)
- THE MILL, July 2018

Funding obtained
by millers

Multiple collaborations
between companies

Wider strategic initiative

1000

(HPSU development, economic
engine: the M1PC and economic
development of region)

Over
attendees per annum
Number of companies
exporting (EI clients)

8
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Miller Ecosystem

Action Plan 2018 - 2020

Inside & Out

Ecosystem & Team

THE MILL is a physical building, but one of our primary

Louth LEO and Skillnets are using it as the preferred choice for

objectives is to improve the entrepreneurial culture in

training and networking. Our remit is to also engage with the

2018

2019

Drogheda region by actively engaging with all Millers, and

wider Miller community – those who regularly attend events,

•

90% occupancy.

•

the wider community. We currently (July 2018) have 30

seek advice, interact with Millers etc

•

Recruit/Maintain Millers, as per Tenancy Committee.

stay within Miller community. Maintain interaction by

companies ranging from sole traders to multinationals. There
are 80 employees based here with circa one third of them
in FDI companies. We strive to ensure that THE MILL is a
welcoming and collaborative environment where innovation,
creativity, diversity, and collaboration are valued.

Our Tenancy Committee
Oversees the recruitment and retention of Millers including

email, invite to events, annual meet-up, invite as guest

Our Team
The Board consists of experienced members from the public
sector and private enterprises. It includes representatives from
Chamber, Meath & Louth LEOs, Millers and local businesses.
The Board members are divided into sub-committees that
report regularly at monthly meetings. The Board has a range
of skills from finance, marketing, and technology.

expand. All Millers should meet with the manager on a

The full-time staff include an experienced BDM, and office

quarterly basis, and Millers recognise that they need to see

manager. The Board place a priority on upskilling and

progress in their business. We estimate that Millers should

training, and encourage staff to

spend no more than 5 years at THE MILL, and that the

continually update their skills.

they can gain value and support from being here.

speakers at start-ups events for new Millers.

Guidelines:

the mentoring and support structures needed to help startups

optimum length is circa 3 years. Millers only remain when

There are two part-time caretakers

•

70% of ftes based with indigenous firms.

•

Limit FDI companies to 20% of overall companies

•

Increase (year on year) number of companies
accessing support/funding from LEO/EI.

•
•

core part of being a Miller.
•

Develop the board.

•

Track and trace employment.

•

Develop stronger relations with other Enterprise

Ensure that our facilities meet the existing and future

us. They include business mentors

needs of Millers, and that we offer a range of communal

that meet with Millers, and volunteers
including Drogheda Young Innovators,
TEDxDrogheda and Coder Dojo.
Future team members may include
additional admin support, mentor

Our existing partnerships and Board membership ensures that

support and a programme manager.

Millers can link to LEOs, Enterprise Ireland, and further support
via mentoring, training & networks.
THE MILL has become the focal point for entrepreneurship in
the region and local business networks including Plato,

10
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Drive Miller growth – measurable by

•

Develop Miller team roles to include programme
management.

•

Renew Board and revise future strategy.

Dublin, when needed. Also has option for industry
•

Mill Board member or Manager to sit on a National
Committee / Project for entrepreneurship (e.g Start Up \
Ireland, FPAI etc).

•

Increase in EI activities and events for entrepreneurs
in Drogheda region and/or THE MILL.

•

Work with local partners on FDI property (developer/
agency meeting).

on interacting with each other in a friendly & supportive
environment.

New building for graduating companies.

companies outgrowing the Mill and being replaced

lunches / Coffee & scone meetups. Ensure that it is

collaboration/research with University.

environment at THE MILL. These include Brown Bag

regional entrepreneurs.
•

•

THE MILL also enjoys the kind support

that work with us on our programmes

Investigate Funding / Accelerator model for Millers/

Increase relevance & productivity from Brown Bag

Our House and Social Committee
activity (social and business) that contribute to the overall

New Chair(s)/Board – members.

•

2020

Centres e.g MoU with GEC that offers free hotdesk in

of a number of volunteers that assist

•

Fintech, Digital Media).

Increase number of Millers from targeted sectors (IT,

that maintain the premises.

lunchs, Pop-Up Diner, Yoga sessions, day trips, and a focus

We interact with ‘Graduating’ Millers to ensure they

support

community

ambition

DECL Strategy Plan 2018-2020
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Enterprise Programmes & Strategy
THE MILL places a strong emphasis
on creating & delivering enterprise-led
programmes. These vary from sectorspecific projects such as M1 Payments
Corridor (M1PC), to wider community
initiatives such as IgnYte, Illuminate, or
Drogheda Young Innovators.

account participation, costs, PR activities (for Programme &
THE MILL), event management and value to our Enterprise
Programme Mission.
THE MILL Board contains a wealth of business acumen
and experience. We intend to optimise that expertise by
streamlining admin functions and concentrating on delivering
strategic support, whilst having a thorough knowledge of day
to day activities at THE MILL.

Building an international regional

Unemployed to entrepreneurship and self-

ecommerce payments cluster along

development. Sponsored by State Street.

the M1 economic corridor.

The intention is to consolidate and prioritise our range of

DROGHEDA

programmes to ensure that all programmes have maximum
impact in the local, regional, and in some cases national
sphere.
The purpose of our programmes are to enable us to highlight
and encourage entrepreneurship that needs additional
support, and to ensure that the Drogheda region develops

Ideally THE MILL will be used to deliver an

Transition Year Competition (Business,

Speaker series focusing on the

EI programme or will devise a standalone

Technology, Social Entrepreneurship)

entrepreneurial DNA of Drogheda region.

programme to pitch to EI, as per their

Sponsored by State Street, Coca Cola

competitions.

International Services, East Coast
Bakehouse, Fitz Scientific.

specific clusters that are already operating here (M1PC,
Refresh Boyne)
They also offer us an opportunity to encourage greater
interaction between the corporate community (as sponsors or
facilitators) and local entrepreneurs, often with the support of
academic institutes (DKIT / DCU).
We manage our programmes with factors such as service area,
sector, needs of Millers and external entrepreneur community,
impacts and costs to operate. In future we aim to document

Core Creative/Technology programme to

THE MILL Chairs and continues to

Female entrepreneurship delivered by

us. Sponsored by Amphenol (Miller) and

project manage, in partnership with

DCU Ryan Academy, sponsored by AIB &

2018 co-sponsorship by Louth LEO.

other volunteers.

Coca Cola International Services, Meath
& Louth LEO’s.

a business case for each programme and track.

Activities
We track the numbers of people accessing THE MILL, costs
and time invested and upside in tenancy discussion (see
appendix)

Operations
We build a business case for every programme, taking into

12
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Companies supplying IT & service to the

Payments CoderDojo fortnighty meetings

An operational base for LEO Louth where they

Agri food sector.

at THE MILL.

provide business training workshops including Start
Your Own Business and the IBYE bootcamp.
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“THE MILL has been instrumental in the growth
of Sixtwo Digital over the last four years. It has
lead to invaluable leads and clients which has
helped us scale up. The facilities enable us to
offer training on-site while the ongoing training
seminars means we are constantly presented
with opportunities to upskill the team”.

Action Plan 2018 - 2020
Enterprise Programmes & Strategy

2018

2019

•

Rationalise programmes – ensure that they have value for

•

Implement M1PC.

money/time committed.

•

Further consolidate programmes – likely to replace some,

- Colm Hanratty, Sixtwo Digital
•

Track numbers involved / feedback / impact.

•

Focus on M1PC.

•

Consolidate position as Louth LEO location for support

whilst also creating one or two new projects.
•

Develop others in community to run programmes
through us.

(events, training, partnership) in Drogheda.

•

Support corporate sponsors in their CSR objectives.

•

Continue to work with Meath & Louth LEOs.

•

Build sustainability – time management / commitments

•

Commuter – we will target highly-skilled commuters to

and costs.

start up a business.
•

Aim to have EI funded project at The Mill in 2018 or 2019.

•

Investigate other new programmes – Aviation Technology,
Blockchain, Commuter, SYOB for offspring of business
owners.

•

Partner with National sponsor – Telco, Bank, IT
Multinational.

•

Operational base for LEO Louth to meet clients, organise
mentor clinics, deliver seminars and events, and provide
a series of business training workshops including 3 Start
Your Own Business programmes each year and the IBYE
bootcamp.

2020
•

Develop EI relationship as more Millers graduate to EI
status

•

Internationalisation – become partner on EU project for
SMEs.

•

Review and Renew programmes to provide best fit for the
ecosystem at that point

•

Leading position in ambitious companies and technology
funded start-ups in the NorthEast.

Minister Pat Breen, TD (Minister of State with special
responsibility for Trade, Employment, Business,
EU Digital Single Market and Data Protection)
and Minsiter Heather Humphreys, TD (Minister for
Business, Enterprise, and Innovation) at the launch of
Project Ireland 2040 - THE MILL, July 2018

14
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Our Voice in the Community

PR Vision &
Media Strategy

Our priority in coming years will be to take a more active role in economic
development in the NorthEast & Nationally. The groups we currently sit on include:

Our PR vision & Awareness building
•

THE MILL should be the ‘go to’ group for discussing

2018
•

to attract ambitious entrepreneurs.

start-ups and entrepreneurial activity in the region. The
expertise that we’ve developed is derived from our close

•
•

Monthly ezine with over 1100 subscribers.

LOUTH

•

Strong social media via Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook

ECONOMIC FORUM

•

Regular publicity in local publications

•

Gained national profile (Dail, e-Hubs meeting, Startup
Gathering, Enterprising Towns competition, Tech Ireland).

Media strategy

Becoming part of overall ‘Community’, especially in relation to enterprise:

On-going support – 10 Miller meetings per month, as per
plan.

networks.
•

3 new Millers with International potential taking office
by Dec’ 2018.

relationship with Millers/startup community, and the
fact that we have integrated well with existing support

Offices / Hotdesks – maintain quality of Millers, continue

•

M1PC – Obtain REDF funding, conference, events,
REDF application deadline of June.

•

Refresh Boyne – 8 events in 2018 , support our sectoral
focus payments, digital, media.

•

PR – voice of regional entrepreneurs.

2019
•

Create or jointly develop on accelerator or project.

Concentrate on sustained campaign in H1 2018 highlighting

•

Embed relationship with DKIT.

support, offices and hotdesks.

•

Develop stronger linkage with other CECs.

Online ads/social media in H1 as per 2018 budget
•

New brochure

•

Updated website

2020

•

Annual Report

•

•

Potential of joint commuter promotion across Louth,

EU project on entreperneurship/linkage with EU centres.

Meath, Kildare, Wicklow.

Key overall actions/goals
More events
to take place in THE MILL

16

Engage with DIFE

Engage with youth

•

Attract stronger companies with international ambition.

Community projects

•

New building – purchase, lease, or build on adjacent land;

•

(awards, exhibitions,

Reach out and engage with

Partake in more community

sponsored hotdesk )

more youth agencies (eg:

projects (e.g. IT Training

Boomerang Youth Café)

for senior citizens)

www.themilldrogheda.ie

and/or Graduator space.
Increase on-going support for Millers.
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Action Plan 2018 - 2020
External Voice

2018

2019

•

•

Drogheda should be positioned as the ideal location to
start & grow a business – close enough to Dublin without
the infrastructural constraints. Drogheda has a low

- Alan Costello & Gail McEvoy, Co-Chairs of THE MILL

Increase in PR/speaking engagements as Regional voice
of enterprise Hubs in NorthEast.

•

recognition level in Ireland, and its size and potential is
often under-estimated. There is a need to engage with

“THE MILL has become more than a workspace, more
of an incubator and developer of enterprise ideas and
programmes. We thank the contributions of all partners
at THE MILL so far and we look forward to ambitious
growth of our Miller community in the coming years”

Board or Manager take role on National Policy/Committee
in relation to Entrepreneurship / Skills / Competitiveness.

•

other organisations to publicise Drogheda’s potential in a

Provide base for economic review of start-ups in the region
– to ascertain next best needs.

consistent and recognisable manner.
•

Update marketing/branding plan currently being devised.

•

Consistent advertising (Google & Social Media) in H1 to

2020

focus on start- ups & HPSU support, including modern

•

offices, Hotdesk & Miller supports.
•

2018 will see updated website, new brochure (both
phases), and new pop-up stands.

•

Enter and develop role in UBI incubator iniatiave or
similar.

•

Understand our role in greater Dublin economy, as well as
cross-border partnerships.

We need to work with wider community in Louth
and Meath (potentially Wicklow & Kildare as part of
‘Eastern Regional Assembly’) to highlight the benefits
of developing self-sustainable local economies, and
encourage commuters to establish business locally.
This will require working with Councils/LEOs and other
organisations (Chambers, Academic, networks) to fund
a campaign (possibly with REDF or other funding). THE
MILL should take a lead on this, and become the voice of
commuting entrepreneurs.

18
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Financial Planning
Over the first three operating years of
THE MILL, we have, in fact, managed
two sets of financials, those of the
capital build and those of the operating
cashflows and profitability of the
operations of the centre. Moving through
this 2018-2020 plan, we will be focussed
on operating cashflow and profitability.

€
€

Project Income & Expenditure
DROGHEDA ENTERPRISE CENTRE LIMITED
Duration 3 years, ends 31st Dec 2020

2018

2019

2020

fixed rentals

€156,228

€164,039

€172,241

hot desks

€30,049

€31,551

€33,129

€11,241

€11,803

€12,393

€197,518

€207,394

€217,764

salaries

€75,600

€79,380

€83,349

utilities

€20,813

€21,854

€22,946

loan interest

€8,300

€8,715

€9,151

other overhead

€89,175

€93,634

€98,315

€193,888

€203,582

€213,762

INCOME

other income

The rent of THE MILL at its target 90% occupancy level
allows for the current staffing operations, small amounts
of building renewal and small investments into programme

EXPENDITURE

activity. We are also fulfilling our debt obligations around the
capital build project.

Rental increase
to mirror
inflation rates

Maintain 90%
occupancy

& increase in project

Re-invest any
annual income
towards supporting
entrepreneurship in the

Focus on
re-investing
into community

Find out more at www.themilldrogheda.ie

region

management fees in
coming years

20
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Highlights

Strategy
document

Secure REDF
funding in 2018

(either M1PC, and/or

Values/Supports

Maintain optimal
tenancy mix

other projects)

Strong track record

but there are multiple

opportunities to develop THE
MILL / greater Drogheda
region.

Programmes

in H1 2018 – successfully attract new early start-ups to

Refresh Boyne to support

THE MILL with significant growth potential.

attracting & developing
ambitious companies.

THE MILL is
ambitious

with corporates,

and will continue to innovate,

development agencies,

and aim to be seen as a best

community and SMEs is

practise Regional Enterprise

crucial and will determine

Centre, on a National and

our success.

International level.

Sustained marketing / promotional campaign

Primary focus on M1PC &
our tenancy strategy of

Support &
relationships

PHASE 3

Medium term, we intend to develop a
‘Phase 3’ Graduator space in Drogheda
that will offer medium to long-term office
facilities for expanding companies.
There has been a recent move by Enterprise Centres to
be developed in centrally located buildings to encourage
regeneration of town centres, and link in with public transport.
We think that this is an important objective of our next
phase of growth, and would help to energise Drogheda’s
town centre, and also offer us an opportunity to promote our
services in areas of high footfall.

22
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Appendix

Promotional Literature /
Press Coverage

Our Board Members

Alan Costello

Gail McEvoy

Alison Cowzer

Thomas McEvoy

Co-Chairperson of THE

Co-Chairperson of THE

Dragon’s Den Investor,

Head of Enterprise of

MILL & Venture Leader

MILL & Principal of

Co-founder of East Coast

Louth Local Enterprise

of NDRC.

McEvoy Craig Accountants.

Bake House.

Office.

Sean MacEntee

Colm Hanratty

Patrick Joy

Bronagh Conlon

Director (non-executive) of

CEO of Sixtwo Digital.

Director & Founder of

Managing Director of

Suretank Group.

Listoke Distillery.

Intact Software.

Aidan Browne

Patrick Kierans

Graham O’Rourke

Joe English

Incubation Centre

Managing Director of

Managing Director of

Head of Enterprise of

Manager, DkIT

Anglo Printers.

Aphix Software.

Meath Local Enterprise
Office.

Jack Gogarty

Colette Moss

Breanndan Casey

Anna Kurtisa

Managing Director of

Senior Executive Officer &

Business Development

Office Manager of

Gogarty Professional

Economic Development

Manager of THE MILL.

THE MILL.

Services.

and Planning of Louth
County Council.

24
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Appendix
1.
Financials
Find out more at
www.themilldrogheda.ie
•

Detailed financials on request.

2.
Enterprise strategy,
Tenancy strategy
& Sectoral priorities
•

4.
Enterprise / Programme
Strategy
Find out more at
www.themilldrogheda.ie
•

These strategies have detailed action plans.

We welcome support and submissions
to BDM/chairpersons.

The centre will focus on supports to knowledge-based
companies.

•

The main criteria is whether we can assist them
(mentoring/training/sign-posting).

						

3.
Sectoral priorities include
•

Payments / Fintech (including Data Analytics, Cyber
security, e-commerce etc)

•

Digital Media Technologies / Multimedia/ Gaming and
Internet / Social Media / Animation

•

ICT / Software / Internet of Things / Cloud Technology

•

Other (secondary) priorities include:
 Food Technology, Innovation & Marketing
 Tourism (services and technology)
 Engineering (non-production)
 Aviation technology / services
 Customer Support Enterprises (primarily FDI with

opportunities for further growth in higher value jobs )

26
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THE MILL, Newtown Link Road, Greenhills, Drogheda, Co. Louth
E: bcasey@themilldrogheda.ie
T: 041-9802444
@themilldrogheda
themillenterprisehub

www.themilldrogheda.ie

